INCREASED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Three types of increased Technical Assistance are available:

- One contact per week for one semester, and one contact per month during the other semester. (Contacts may be visits, phone conferences, and/or e-mails.)
- One contact per month for the school year (Contacts may be visits, phone conferences, and/or e-mails.)
- An instructional audit based on the Idaho Reading First Structure
Who can receive Increased Technical Assistance?

- Those schools that are most in need based on the growth vs. outcome quadrants

- and information provided on the Request for Increased Technical Assistance form will be served first.

- 1st and 2nd year schools do not need to apply.
To request Increased Technical Assistance:

- Fill out the Request Form and send it to your assigned Reading First Coordinator.
- Carbon Copy Rosie Santana on this e-mail.
- An electronic template can be found in your Data Traveler (thumb drive).